
Welcome 

Land North of South Lynch Farm

Welcome to the Land North of South Lynch Farm solar development 
ÃĄýýĮþèĩňɌÃĄþĢĮøĩ«ĩèĄþɌÍŁÍþĩɑ
Novus and Innova are proposing a solar 
farm development on land north of South 
Lynch Farm. This site has been selected 
and designed via a detailed assessment 
process. Once connected to the local 
electricity grid, this solar farm would 
ÍŇěĄĞĩ�Įě�ĩĄ�ȡȟT�ě�ɭTÍà«ł«˨Ģɮ�Ąß�
renewable energy. 

�åèĢ�łèøø�Ą˦ĢÍĩ�ĩåÍ�«þþĮ«ø�ÍþÍĞàň�
needs of approximately 4,722 homes in 
Winchester City Councils authority area 
and save around 4,054 tonnes of CO2.

An important part of the development 
process is to engage with the local 
community and so this event provides 
the opportunity to ask questions and 
provide feedback on the proposals. 

We look forward to discussing the 
proposals with you.

About Novus and Innova
Novus Renewable Services Limited is a 
leading independent renewable energy 
consultancy who have been active in 
the development of solar projects since 
2010. Our mission is to support the 
delivery of utility scale renewable energy 
ěĞĄôÍÃĩĢ�ĮĢèþà�ýĮøĩèɤĩÍÃåþĄøĄàèÍĢ�Ŗĩ�ßĄĞ�
ĩåÍ�ĩĞ«þĢèĩèĄþ�ĩĄ�UÍĩɌ§ÍĞĄɑ�

Our in-house team or renewable energy 
industry experts and trusted consultants 
have extensive experience delivering 
and operating renewable energy projects 
«ÃĞĄĢĢ�ĩåÍ��þèĩÍÉɌMèþàÉĄýɑ�

We are working in partnership with Innova 
Group who will build, own, and ultimately 
operate the solar farm proposed at Land 
north of South Lynch Farm.

HOMES  
EQUIVALENT

4,722  

TONNES CO2  
SAVED ANNUALLY

4,054

MWP OF  
ENERGY

20 



Need for Renewable  
Energy Developments 

Land North of South Lynch Farm

There is widespread awareness of the need to reduce dependence on fossil 
ßĮÍøĢ�«þÉ�ĩĞ«þĢèĩèĄþ�ĩĄ�ĞÍþÍł«ÂøÍ�ÍþÍĞàňɌĢĄĮĞÃÍĢ�ĩĄ�«ÉÉĞÍĢĢ�Ãøèý«ĩÍ�Ãå«þàÍ� 
«þÉ�ĞÍÉĮÃÍ�ĩåÍ�ÃĄĢĩ�Ąß�ÍþÍĞàňɑ

�åÍ��þèĩÍÉ�MèþàÉĄý�èĢ�ĩåÍ�ŖĞĢĩ�ý«ôĄĞ�
ÍÃĄþĄýň�ĩĄ�ě«ĢĢ�«�UÍĩ�§ÍĞĄ�ÍýèĢĢèĄþĢ�
law, requiring nationwide greenhouse 
à«Ģ�ÍýèĢĢèĄþĢ�ĩĄ�ĞÍ«Ãå�UÍĩ�§ÍĞĄ�Âň�
2050, with a target to decarbonise the 
electricity grid by 2035. For this to be 
«ÃåèÍŁÍÉ�«þ�ÍŇĩĞ«�ĩåĞÍÍ�àèà«ł«˨Ģ�Ąß�
solar derived energy will be required. 
�þɌèýěĄĞĩ«þĩ�ĢĩÍě�èþ�«ÃåèÍŁèþà�þÍĩɤ
zero is the rapid decarbonisation of 
ĩåÍ��M�ÍøÍÃĩĞèÃèĩň�þÍĩłĄĞöɒ�«Ģ�ĩåèĢ�łèøø�
enable the decarbonisation of other 
sectors, such as heat and transport. To 
achieve a low carbon energy network 
ĩåÍ��M�8ĄŁÍĞþýÍþĩ�å«Ģ�«�ĩ«ĞàÍĩ�Ąß�
Ȥȟ8��Ąß�Ą˦ĢåĄĞÍ�łèþÉ�Âň�ȡȟȢȟ�«þÉ�ĩåÍ�
�M�ÍþÍĞàň�ýèþèĢĩÍĞ�ł«þĩĢ�ĩĄ�èþÃĞÍ«ĢÍ�
solar generation from 14GW to 50GW 
and onshore wind from 15GW to 30GW, 
«øøɌÂňɌȡȟȢȟɑ�

At a local level, Winchester City Council 
has declared a Climate Emergency in 
KĮþÍ�ȡȟȠȨ�«þÉ�èĢ�ÃĄýýè˨ÍÉ�ĩĄ�ÂÍÃĄýèþà�
a carbon neutral local authority by 2024 
and is aiming for the wider district to be 
carbon neutral by 2030.

Solar farms like the one proposed at 
South Lynch Farm will play a key role in 
ĞÍ«Ãåèþà�ĩåÍĢÍ�ÃĄýýè˨ÍÉ�ĩ«ĞàÍĩĢ�«þÉ�
addressing the Climate Emergency and 
ÍþÍĞàň�ĢÍÃĮĞèĩň�èþ�ĩåÍ��Mɑ�



The Proposal
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�Í�«ĞÍ�ěĞĄěĄĢèþà�«ɌĢĄø«Ğ�ß«Ğý�Ąþ�ø«þÉ�þĄĞĩå�Ąß�yĄĮĩå�OňþÃå�7«Ğýɒ�
«ěěĞĄŇèý«ĩÍøňɌȢɑȤ�öèøĄýÍĩĞÍĢ�þĄĞĩå�ĄßɌ=ĮĞĢøÍň�Łèøø«àÍɑ

The site has been carefully selected and the design informed by a detailed 
«ĢĢÍĢĢʽýÍþĩ�ěĞĄÃÍĢĢɑ��åèĢ�å«Ģ�ÃĄþĢèÉÍĞÍÉ�àĞèÉ�«Ł«èø«Âèøèĩňɒ�ĢĄø«Ğ�èĞĞ«Éè«þÃÍɒ�
åÍĞèĩ«àÍ�«þÉ�«ĞÃå«ÍĄøĄàňɒ�ø«þÉĢÃ«ěÍ�«þÉ�ŁèĢĮ«ø�«ýÍþèĩňɒ�ÍÃĄøĄàňɒ�
ÍþŁèĞĄþýÍþĩ«ø�ÉÍĢèàþ«ĩèĄþĢɒ�«ÃÃÍĢĢɒ�«þÉɌ«àĞèÃĮøĩĮĞ«ø�ø«þÉ�ĝĮ«øèĩňɑ

�Í�å«ŁÍ�ĞÍÃÍþĩøň�ĢĮÂýè˨ÍÉ�«�ěĞÍɤ«ěěøèÃ«ĩèĄþ�«ÉŁèÃÍ�ĞÍĝĮÍĢĩ�ĩĄ��èþÃåÍĢĩÍĞ��èĩň��ĄĮþÃèø�«þÉ�ĩåÍ�ĞÍĢěĄþĢÍ�łèøø�ßĮĞĩåÍĞ�èþßĄĞý�
the forthcoming planning application. 

If approved, the development would be constructed over a period of approximately four months. The solar farm would then be 
operational for a period of 40 years, needing only occasional maintenance. At the end of this period the development would be 
decommissioned, and the land restored to the previous condition.



The Proposed Equipment
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Solar Array
The solar array is proposed to consist of ground-mounted solar photovoltaic 
panels covering approximately 58 acres with a generating capacity of up to 
ȡȟT�ěɑ��åèĢ�łèøø�Ą˦ĢÍĩ�ĩåÍ�«þþĮ«ø�ÍþÍĞàň�þÍÍÉĢ�Ąß�«ěěĞĄŇèý«ĩÍøň�ȣɒȦȡȡ�åĄýÍĢ�èþ�
Winchester City Councils authority area and save around 4,054 tonnes of CO2.

Frames, Panels and Inverters
The solar panels will be installed in frames that are approximately three metres 
ĩ«øø�«ĩ�ĩåÍ�ĞÍ«Ğɒ�«þÉ�«ĞĄĮþÉ�ĄþÍ�ýÍĩĞÍ�ĩ«øø�Ąþ�ĩåÍèĞ�ßĞĄþĩɒ�«þÉ�ŖŇÍÉ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�àĞĄĮþÉɑ�
�åÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�ě«þÍøĢ�àÍþÍĞ«ĩÍ�"èĞÍÃĩ��ĮĞĞÍþĩ�ɳ"�ɴ�ÍøÍÃĩĞèÃèĩňɒ�łåèÃå�èĢ�ÃĄþŁÍĞĩÍÉ�ĩĄ�
ÍøÍÃĩĞèÃèĩň�łèĩå��øĩÍĞþ«ĩèþà��ĮĞĞÍþĩ�ɳ��ɴ�ßĄĞ�ÍŇěĄĞĩ�èþĩĄ�ĩåÍ�øĄÃ«ø�àĞèÉ�Âň�èþŁÍĞĩÍĞĢɑ�
Inverter units  will be mounted on the rear of the solar panels at intervals. 

Buildings
Approximately six transformer units  will be required to step the voltage up to a 
suitable export level. These will be located within the centre of the solar farm, 
close to the internal access track.

A customer substation building  will be located close to the solar panels and 
is required to export the energy from the transformers in a single cable to a 
ĢĮÂĢĩ«ĩèĄþ�ĄěÍĞ«ĩÍÉ�Âň�ĩåÍ�"èĢĩĞèÃĩ�UÍĩłĄĞö�[ěÍĞ«ĩĄĞ�ɳ"U[ɴɑ�

The DNO substation building  will be located at the southern end of the existing 
South Lynch Farm access track and is required to meter the production of energy 
and export it directly to the local grid via nearby existing overhead lines. 

All electrical cabling to the substation will be underground and the substation 
ÂĮèøÉèþàĢ�łèøø�å«ŁÍ�«�àĞÍÍþ�ŖþèĢå�ĩĄ�ÃĄĄĞÉèþ«ĩÍ�łèĩå�ĩåÍ�ĢĮĞĞĄĮþÉèþàĢɑ�

Access Tracks
The existing South Lynch Farm access track from Farley Mount Road will be 
utilised, with a construction compound located close to the farm buildings. 
�ɌþÍłɌ«ÃÃÍĢĢ�ĩĞ«Ãö�łèøø�ÂÍ�ÍĢĩ«ÂøèĢåÍÉ�«øĄþà�«�ŖÍøÉ�ý«Ğàèþ�ĩĄ�ÃĄþþÍÃĩ�ĩåÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�
farm to the existing track. This access track will measure approximately four 
metres wide and will likely comprise crushed stone over a geo-textile membrane, 
with no concrete required. 

Security
A fence will be installed around the perimeter of the development at a height of 
approximately two metres, consisting of wooden posts supporting traditional 
wire stock fencing.



Ecology
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�åÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�«ĞĞ«ň�èĢ�ěĄĢèĩèĄþÍÉ�èþ�ĩåÍ�þĄĞĩåłÍĢĩ�«ĞÍ«�Ąß�«�ø«ĞàÍɌŖÍøÉ�«ĢĢĄÃè«ĩÍÉ�
łèĩå�yĄĮĩå�OňþÃå�7«Ğýɑ

�åÍɌĢĄø«Ğ�«ĞĞ«ň�èĢ�ÍþÃøĄĢÍÉ�Âň�«�ý«ĩĮĞÍ�
tree belt along Sarum Road to the north 
«þÉ�ĩåÍ�rè˨�"Ąłþ�rø«þĩ«ĩèĄþ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�łÍĢĩɑ�
Other smaller areas of the site comprise 
ŖÍøÉ�ý«Ğàèþ�«øĄþà�ĩåÍ�ěĞĄěĄĢÍÉ�«ÃÃÍĢĢ�
track, as well as existing farm track and 
grass marginal land further south.  

Hedgerows and trees provide important 
nesting and foraging habitats for a range 
of wildlife, including hazel dormouse 
known from records in the wider area. 
These habitats would be retained and 
protected from disturbance during 
construction and operational period. 
Enhanced hedgerow planting is 
ěĞĄěĄĢÍÉɌłåèÃå�łĄĮøÉ�ÂÍþÍŖĩ�ÉĄĞýĄĮĢÍɑ�
This will comprise of gapping-up of the 
boundary tree belts and hedgerows, 
«ĢɌłÍøø�«Ģ�ÃĞÍ«ĩèþà�þÍł�åÍÉàÍĞĄł�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�
south and east. Bird surveys have already 
been undertaken and this planting would 
also provide enhancements for birds.

Within and around the solar array, 
«ɌþÍł�àĞ«ĢĢø«þÉ�łèøø�ÂÍ�ÃĞÍ«ĩÍÉ�«þÉ�
ý«èþĩ«èþÍÉ�ĩĄ�èþÃĞÍ«ĢÍ�ŗĄĞèĢĩèÃ�ÉèŁÍĞĢèĩňɑ�
This will help to increase pollen and 
nectar availability, and in turn enhance 
ĩåÍ�«ĞÍ«�ßĄĞ�ÂÍÍĢɒ�ÂĮ˨ÍĞŗèÍĢ�«þÉ�ĄĩåÍĞ�
insects. This will also be suitable for 
ĢåÍÍěɌàĞ«Őèþàɑ�

 Seeding of a suitable grassland sward for 
sheep grazing.

 Placing appropriate bird and bat boxes at suitable 
locations, within the woodlands surrounding 
ĩåÍɌěĞĄěĄĢ«øɑ�

Additional planting on boundaries.  Inclusion of bug hotels and bee hives where 
appropriate, on-site.

UĄŁĮĢ�«þÉ�@þþĄŁ«�èĢ�ÃĄýýè˨ÍÉ�ĩĄ�«ÃåèÍŁèþà�«Ɍ�èĄÉèŁÍĞĢèĩň�UÍĩ�8«èþ�ĢÃĄĞÍ�łåèÃå�
exceeds the level expected set out in the Environment Act 2021 (above the 
ĞÍĝĮèĞÍÉɌȠȟˇɮɑ

�ĢĢÍĢĢýÍþĩĢ�«ĞÍ�ĄþàĄèþà�«þÉ�ĩåÍĢÍ�łèøø�èþßĄĞý�«þň�Ŗþ«ø�ÉÍĢèàþĢɒ�åĄłÍŁÍĞ�ĩåÍ�ĢèĩÍ�
will secure ecological enhancements ensuring a net gain in biodiversity across the 
site with the following measures likely to be included:



Transport
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�åÍ�ÂÍøĄł�ŖàĮĞÍ�èøøĮĢĩĞ«ĩÍĢ�ĩåÍ�ěĞĄěĄĢÍÉ�ÃĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþ�ĩĞ«˦èÃ�ĞĄĮĩÍĢɒ� 
łåèÃå�łÍ�łÍøÃĄýÍ�ßÍÍÉÂ«Ãö�Ąþ�ĩåÍ�ýĄĢĩ�ĢĮèĩ«ÂøÍ�ĞĄĮĩÍɑ�
It is currently proposed that all 
ÃĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþ�ĩĞ«˦èÃ�ĢåĄĮøÉ�ĞĄĮĩÍ�Łè«�
Junction 11 of the M3, the main reason 
ÂÍèþà�ĩå«ĩ�ĩĞ«˦èÃ�ĞĄĮĩèþà�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�ĢèĩÍ�ßĞĄý�
the north of the proposed access would 
otherwise be required to traverse several 
country lanes, including junctions that 
should be avoided by larger construction 
ŁÍåèÃøÍĢɑ��ň�ĞĄĮĩèþà�«øø�ĩĞ«˦èÃ�Łè«�ĩåÍ�
M3, we minimise the amount of narrow 
country roads required to access the 
site and therefore remove the potential 
ßĄĞ�ÃĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþ�ŁÍåèÃøÍĢ�ĩĄ�ÃĄþŗèÃĩ�łèĩå�
Â«ÃöàĞĄĮþÉ�ĩĞ«˦èÃɑ�

From Junction 11, it is proposed that 
ÃĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþ�ĩĞ«˦èÃ�ĞĄĮĩÍĢ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�ĢèĩÍ�
via Badger Farm Road, the A3090 and 
Sparsholt Road, before arriving at the 
South Lynch Farm access on Farley 
Mount Road.

The planning application will be 
ĢĮěěĄĞĩÍÉ�Âň�«��ĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþ��Ğ«˦èÃ�
Management Plan that will include a 
Ğ«þàÍ�Ąß�ýÍ«ĢĮĞÍĢ�ĩĄ�ĞÍÉĮÃÍ�ĩåÍ�Í˦ÍÃĩ�
of construction vehicles on the local 
highway network. 



yèĩÍ�yěÍÃèŖÃ�yĮĞŁÍňĢ
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Archaeology & Heritage 
There are no listed buildings or scheduled monuments located within the site 
ĄĞɌ«Éô«ÃÍþĩ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�ĢèĩÍɌÂĄĮþÉ«ĞèÍĢɑ�

There are heritage assets within the surrounding area and due to the known 
uĄý«þ�ĞĄ«É�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�èýýÍÉè«ĩÍ�þĄĞĩå�Ąß�ĩåÍ�ĢèĩÍ�ɭy«ĞĮý�uĄ«Éɮɒ�Í«Ğøň�Ģĩ«àÍ�
archaeological assessments have been undertaken in a wider survey area within 
the landholding.

�åÍĢÍ�ßĄĮþÉ�ßÍ«ĩĮĞÍĢ�Ąß�«ĞÃå«ÍĄøĄàèÃ«ø�èþĩÍĞÍĢĩ�èþ�ĩåÍ�þĄĞĩå�Í«Ģĩ�«ĞÍ«�Ąß�ĩåÍ�ŖÍøÉɑ�
Based on these results, the layout and design of the proposed development has 
been reduced and focused on the area shown in this consultation, avoiding the 
areas thought to hold greatest potential for buried archaeology.  

The panels will be placed onto a steel structure which is piled into the ground to 
an approximate depth of 1m, at intervals across the Site. The amount of actual 
àĞĄĮþÉ�èþŖøĩĞ«ĩèĄþ�ßĞĄý�ĩåÍ�ĢĩÍÍø�ĢĩĞĮÃĩĮĞÍ�èĢ�«�Ģý«øø�ěÍĞÃÍþĩ«àÍ�ɭ«ĞĄĮþÉ�Ƞˇɮ�Ąß�
the amount of land covered by the solar panels. Due to the removal of agricultural 
«ÃĩèŁèĩèÍĢ�ɭèɑÍɑ�ĢĄèø�ÃĮøĩèŁ«ĩèĄþɒ�ěøĄĮàåèþàɒ�ÍĩÃɑɮ�ßĄĞ�ĩåÍ�ěĞĄěĄĢÍÉ�ȣȟ�ňÍ«Ğ�øèßÍĩèýÍ�Ąß�
ĩåÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�ß«Ğýɒ�èĩ�èĢ�ÃĄþĢèÉÍĞÍÉ�ĩå«ĩ�ĩåÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�ě«þÍøĢ�łèøø�þĄĩ�ĞÍĢĮøĩ�èþ�ĢèàþèŖÃ«þĩ�
harm to any archaeological features that may be present. Prior to construction 
further archaeological investigation will be undertaken, in consultation with the 
County Archaeology department.

�åÍĢÍ�«ĢĢÍĢĢýÍþĩĢ�«þÉ�ĢĮĞŁÍňĢ�łèøø�ÂÍ�ĢĮÂýè˨ÍÉ�«Ģ�ě«Ğĩ�Ąß�ĩåÍ�ěø«þþèþà�
application which will be publicly available on Winchester City Council’s website 
«ĢɌĢĄĄþ�«Ģ�ĩåÍ�«ěěøèÃ«ĩèĄþ�èĢɌŁ«øèÉ«ĩÍÉɑ�

Agricultural Land
The site is classed as Grade 3 agricultural land according to the Natural 
&þàø«þÉ��àĞèÃĮøĩĮĞ«ø�O«þÉ��ø«ĢĢèŖÃ«ĩèĄþ�ý«ěĢɑ���ĢèĩÍɤĢěÍÃèŖÃ��àĞèÃĮøĩĮĞ«ø�O«þÉ�
�ø«ĢĢèŖÃ«ĩèĄþ�ĢĮĞŁÍňĢ�èĢ�ÃĮĞĞÍþĩøň�ÂÍèþà�ĮþÉÍĞĩ«öÍþ�«þÉ�łèøø�ßĄĞý�ě«Ğĩ�Ąß�ĩåÍ�
planning application. 



yèĩÍ�yěÍÃèŖÃ�yĮĞŁÍňĢ
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Hydrology
The site lies in the headwaters of a tributary of the Monk’s Brook and the 
underlying geology is chalk that gives rise to thin but permeable soils. The site 
èĢ�«øĢĄ�øĄÃ«ĩÍÉ�łèĩåèþ�7øĄĄÉ�§ĄþÍ�Ƞɒ�ĩåÍ�«ĞÍ«�łèĩå�ĩåÍ�øĄłÍĢĩ�ĞèĢö�Ąß�ŗĄĄÉèþàɑ�
�ÍɌ«ĞÍ�ÃĮĞĞÍþĩøň�ĮþÉÍĞĩ«öèþà�«�7øĄĄÉ�uèĢö��ĢĢÍĢĢýÍþĩ�łåèÃå�łèøø�«ÃÃĄýě«þň�
ĩåÍɌěø«þþèþà�«ěěøèÃ«ĩèĄþɑ

Where necessary, we will provide onsite drainage mitigation measures to 
ÍþĢĮĞÍ�ĩåÍĞÍ�èĢ�þĄ�èþÃĞÍ«ĢÍÉ�ĞèĢö�Ąß�ŗĄĄÉèþà�ÂĄĩå�ĄþɤĢèĩÍ�«þÉ�Ą˦ɤĢèĩÍ�ÉĮÍ�
to the proposed development. These will be provided within a surface water 
management plan, which will review the potential impact of the development on 
ĞĮþĄ˦�«þÉ�ěĞĄŁèÉÍ�ýÍ«ĢĮĞÍĢ�Âň�łåèÃå�ĩåÍ�èýě«ÃĩĢ�Ã«þ�ÂÍ�ýèĩèà«ĩÍÉɑ�"ĮÍ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�
topography of the site, it is expected that shallow berms or embankments within 
ĩåÍ�ĢĄø«Ğ�«ĞĞ«ň�łèøø�ÂÍ�èýěøÍýÍþĩÍÉ�ĩĄ�èþĩÍĞÃÍěĩ�«þň�ĢĮĞß«ÃÍ�ł«ĩÍĞ�ŗĄł�ě«ĩåĢɑ�
�åÍĢÍ�łèøø�åÍøě�ĩĄ�«˨ÍþĮ«ĩÍ�«þň�ĞĮþĄ˦�«þÉ�èþåèÂèĩ�«þňɌÍĞĄĢèĄþɑ���

The proposals will also lead to the creation of some impermeable surfaces, 
ĢĮÃå�«Ģ�ĩåĄĢÍ�«ĢĢĄÃè«ĩÍÉ�łèĩå�ĩåÍ�ĩĞ«þĢßĄĞýÍĞĢ�«þÉ�ĩåÍ�ĢĮÂĢĩ«ĩèĄþɑ��uĮþĄ˦�
from these surfaces will be directed towards the gravelled areas adjacent to the 
èþßĞ«ĢĩĞĮÃĩĮĞÍ�«Ģ�ĢåĄłþ�ĩåÍ�ÂÍøĄł�ŖàĮĞÍɑ��@þ�Í˦ÍÃĩɒ�ĩåÍ�àĞ«ŁÍø�ÂÍå«ŁÍĢ�øèöÍ�«�
soakaway with a nominal depth of around 0.3 m.  The suitability of these gravelled 
«ĞÍ«Ģ�å«Ģ�ÂÍÍþ�ÃĄþŖĞýÍÉ�Âň�ĄþɤĢèĩÍ�ĩÍĢĩèþà�Ąß�ĩåÍ�ĢĄèøĢɑ

Arboriculture
We have undertaken an Arboricultural Impact Assessment and associated tree 
ĢĮĞŁÍň�łåèÃå�å«Ģ�èÉÍþĩèŖÍÉ�ĩåÍ�ĞĄĄĩ�ěĞĄĩÍÃĩèĄþ�«ĞÍ«Ģ�Ąß�ĩĞÍÍĢ�ÃøĄĢÍ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�ĞÍÉ�
line boundary. There are no trees within the proposed development, and the 
proposed access tracks and equipment will seek to avoid root protection areas 
on the edges of the site
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�Í�«ĞÍ�ÃĮĞĞÍþĩøň�ĮþÉÍĞĩ«öèþà�«�ßĮøø�O«þÉĢÃ«ěÍ�«þÉ��èĢĮ«ø�@ýě«Ãĩ��ĢĢÍĢĢýÍþĩ�
ɳO�@�ɴ�łåèÃå�łèøø�«ÃÃĄýě«þň�ĩåÍ�ěø«þþèþàɌ«ěěøèÃ«ĩèĄþɑ

Viewpoint locations planWe have provided proposed viewpoints to 
Winchester City Council who are considering 
ĩåÍĢÍ�«þÉ�łèøø�ÃĄþŖĞý�èß�«ÉÉèĩèĄþ«ø�ŁèÍłěĄèþĩĢ�«ĞÍ�
required for form part of the LVIA. 

The proposal is located within a gently rolling 
landscape, with a number of woodlands and 
copse’s characterising the area around the site. The 
majority of site is enclosed within the landscape 
by trees along Sarum Road, and Crab Wood to the 
þĄĞĩå�«þÉ�rè˨�"Ąłþ�ěø«þĩ«ĩèĄþ�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�èýýÍÉè«ĩÍ�
west. These woodlands substantively screen the 
majority of the proposal from the wider landscape 
and viewpoints to the north and the west. 

The proposal is located mainly within the 
þĄĞĩåłÍĢĩ�ĢÍÃĩèĄþ�Ąß�«�ø«ĞàÍ�ĄěÍþ�ŖÍøÉɒ�
immediately south of Sarum Road. The slope falls 
away to the south, with an undulating topography 
running east to west, allowing a more open 
aspect to the south and east. However, existing 
hedgerows and woodlands help to visually enclose 
the proposed site from the wider landscape. 

�Ğ«Â��ĄĄÉ�yèĩÍ�Ąß�yěÍÃè«ø�yÃèÍþĩèŖÃ�@þĩÍĞÍĢĩ�ɳyyy@ɴ�
is located to the north of the site. Crab Wood and 
the Farley Mount Country Park have a number of 
car parks and provide public access to a number of 
footpaths, mainly extending to the north, into the 
wood and park. A public footpath, the Clarendon 
Way, follows the alignment of Sarum Road and 
the southern edge of Crab wood; these visual 
ĞÍÃÍěĩĄĞĢ�łèøø�å«ŁÍ�ĢĄýÍ�øèýèĩÍÉ�ŖøĩÍĞÍÉ�ŁèÍłĢ�Ąß�
the proposals.  

Overall, it is considered that a carefully designed 
landscape plan will help visually mitigate the 
proposed solar array. New planting is proposed on 
the east and south boundaries and gapping up of 
the existing hedgerow will help visually integrate 
ĩåÍ�ěĞĄěĄĢ«øĢ�èþĩĄ�ĩåÍɌø«þÉĢÃ«ěÍɑ�

The below provides a selection of viewpoints 
surrounding the site which include labels 
for the approximate extent of the proposed 
ÉÍŁÍøĄěýÍþĩɌÂĄĮþÉ«Ğňɑ
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Photo viewpoint 1

Photo viewpoint 2

Photo viewpoint 3 Photo viewpoint 4
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Photo viewpoint 5 Photo viewpoint 6

Photo viewpoint 7 Photo viewpoint 8
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Our Community Promise
We believe it is important that local 
ÃĄýýĮþèĩèÍĢ�Ģå«ĞÍ�èþ�ĩåÍ�ÂÍþÍŖĩ�ĄĮĞ�
project brings. For all our solar projects 
łÍ�Ą˦ÍĞ�«�ÃĄýýĮþèĩň�ÂÍþÍŖĩ�ßĮþÉɒ�łåèÃå�
can be used to support local projects. We 
work with our host communities to agree 
the best way to provide and administer 
this fund. Every year the 20MWp South 
Lynch Solar farm will contribute £250 
ěÍĞ�T�ě�ĩĄ�ĩåÍ�ÃĄýýĮþèĩň�ÂÍþÍŖĩ�ßĮþÉ�
plus a further £100 per MWp charitable 
donation for the entire 40-year lifetime.

Boosting Biodiversity
A bespoke Biodiversity Management 
Strategy is being prepared that ensures 
existing and new habitats are enhanced 
ĄĞ�ÃĞÍ«ĩÍÉ�ĩĄ�ÂÍþÍŖĩ�øĄÃ«ø�łèøÉøèßÍɑ��åÍ�
South Lynch solar farm’s landscape 
planting, seeding and habitat creation 
plans will focus on native species.  These 
initiatives will contribute to securing long 
term biodiversity net gain across the site. 

Green Spaces
The solar farm has been designed 
to leave green spaces around the 
site boundaries and between the 
rows of panels to avoid shading and 
maximise electricity generation. 
�åèĢɌłèøø�øÍ«ŁÍ�ĩåÍ�ĢèàþèŖÃ«þĩ�
proportion of the development area 
«ĢɌĮþÃĄŁÍĞÍÉɌàĞ«ĢĢø«þÉɑ�

Sensitive Design
The iterative design process has 
informed the layout which includes 
«ɌÂĮ˦ÍĞ�ßĞĄý�ĩåÍ�ĩĞÍÍ�øèþÍÉ�ÂĄĮþÉ«ĞèÍĢ�
and removal of panels from the areas 
ĄßɌ«ĞÃå«ÍĄøĄàèÃ«ø�èþĩÍĞÍĢĩɑ�

OUR COMMUNITY 
PROMISE To the local 

community
Charitable
donation

per MWp installed

£250 £100

Every year the 20MWp  
project will contribute
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Pre-application and 
ÃĄýýĮþèĩňɌÃĄþĢĮøĩ«ĩèĄþ
We are currently undertaking pre-application 
discussions with Winchester City Council. We 
will consolidate both the feedback from this 
consultation event and from the Council. This will 
åÍøě�ĮĢ�ĞÍŖþÍ�ĄĮĞ�ěø«þĢ�«åÍ«É�Ąß�ĩåÍ�ĢĮÂýèĢĢèĄþ�
of our planning application and ensure we have 
taken everything into account.

Environmental Surveys
�Í�«ĞÍ�Ŗþ«øèĢèþà�ĄĮĞ�ĢèĩÍɤĢěÍÃèŖÃ�«ĢĢÍĢĢýÍþĩĢ�
and design of the proposed solar farm, including 
ecology, landscape and transport. 

Planning Application 
Submission
The planning application is expected to be 
ĢĮÂýè˨ÍÉ�ĩĄ��èþÃåÍĢĩÍĞ��èĩň��ĄĮþÃèø�èþ�UĄŁÍýÂÍĞ�
2022. As part of the planning process, Winchester 
City Council will invite comments from the 
public and from a range of statutory consultees. 
�åÍɌ«ěěøèÃ«ĩèĄþ�ÉĄÃĮýÍþĩĢ�łèøø�ÂÍ�«Ł«èø«ÂøÍ�ĩĄ�
view on the Council’s website. 

Construction and Operation
The construction period is expected to take 
place in 2023/2024. This will take approximately 
four months and planting will be implemented 
èþ�ĩåÍ�ŖĞĢĩ�ěø«þĩèþà�ĢÍ«ĢĄþ�ßĄøøĄłèþà�ĩåÍ�
ÃĄþĢĩĞĮÃĩèĄþɌ«ÃĩèŁèĩèÍĢɑ�

Contact Us
&ɠ�èþßĄʍþĄŁĮĢɤĞĢɑÃĄɑĮö 
�ɠ�ȟȠȡȣȡ�ȢȧȧȥȢȢ

Ongoing

Current

2023 
/2024

Winter 
2022


